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Guest:  Jorge Gutierrez 
 
The meeting started at 1:05pm. 
 
The minutes of April 28, 2021 were approved. 
 
Update on Roadways along Crenshaw Blvd. 
Chief Trevis and Sgt. Lopez met with Jorge and suggested that the roadway at the northeast corner of 
campus should be kept two-way so that emergency personnel have the ability to get through.  There will 
be an upgrade to the road because the trees are lifting the asphalt.  It will be repaved and there will be 
markings for directions.  When travelling north on Crenshaw, there will be no left turn onto campus at 
the driveway closest to Manhattan Beach Boulevard. 
 
For the upgraded traffic light, Jorge was asked if the crosswalks will have beeping signals for the blind as 
well as if there will be clear pedestrian walkways and access to the bus platforms.  He will report back 
with pedestrian safety. 
 
Parking Permits – Summer and Fall 
Per the Cabinet’s decision, there will be no parking permits for summer or fall. When spring 2022 
resumes, parking permits will be reinstated. 
 
It was suggested that a free permit be issued rather than no permit.  Having no permit encourages 
overnight parking as well as people parking in available spaces that staff or students can use.  Having a 
free permit gives better control over the parking lots.  Chief Trevis will bring up the free permits to Ross 
Miyashiro. 
 
Staff should display their staff permit if they have one, even if it is the old permit. 
 
Static Cling Parking Permits 
More static cling permits will be ordered, however it will take a few of months as the company that we 
use has many other institutions as clients.  Purchasing is looking at other local companies that may be 
able to have it completed sooner. 
 
Uber/Lyft Signage 
There’s a traffic sign manufacturing company in Gardena, Statewide Safety Systems, which can make the 
Uber and Lyft signage for us.  We would just need to install it.  The signs would be 24x36 inches and will 
use the same coloring that Uber and Lyft have on their logos.  It was added that Facilities could make the 
signs but it wouldn’t be the exact colors. If there are no restrictions to the look of the Uber and Lyft 
signs, they could do it. 



 
The signs will go in the areas that the committee had recommended in a past meeting and Chief Trevis 
will notify Uber and Lyft of these locations.  The areas are in Lot B, the Music Building, and the Marsee. 
The committee recommended another dropoff/pickup point in the vicinity of the new gym near Lot H.  
Chief Trevis will look at the area to see if it is possible and report back at the next meeting. 
 
Roundtable 
Mike B. – Will there be notification to get people to not park inner-campus? Chief Trevis will notify 
Marketing and will follow-up on the inner-campus parking permit as someone was told that they 
weren’t handed out anymore. 
 
The meeting ended at 1:42pm. 


